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Spectrum® Spatial   
One location-intelligent solution for every person, every process, every challenge

“ For companies that need  
a solution that will be 
ready very quickly, I highly 
recommend Spectrum 
Spatial. The solution  
is very easy to deploy, 
configure and manage  
on an ongoing basis.”

—  GIS Architect 
Mobile Network Operator 

Mitigate risk, grow revenues and streamline service delivery. 

Enable location insight across your organization.
Data drives every decision. Yet most organizations miss out on key 
insights because it’s too hard to access, interpret and deliver the most 
precise analysis in the right place, at the right time.

Spectrum Spatial is the Location Intelligence solution that gives you 
the power, control and flexibility you need to overcome key business 
challenges. Turn data into actionable insights across users and 
departments. Integrate Location Intelligence into any workflow  
and customize experiences to drive more efficient, enlightened  
decisions. With its open data standards, interoperability and scalable, 
omnichannel visualization, Spectrum Spatial makes it easy to 
operationalize geospatial data for your unique needs.  

Data sheet

Maximize data productivity.      
Integrate, access, manage and enrich 
data as you benefit from the flexibility of 
an SOA-compliant solution architecture 
for geoprocessing. With Spectrum 
Spatial, you can move from restrictive 
software and data challenges to sharing 
data and empowering users to create 
insights. You’ll uncover the enterprise 
value of location data as you gain more 
complete and accurate insights. 

Assimilate Location Intelligence.   
Spectrum Spatial makes it easy  
to embed geospatial rules, logic  
and visualization into existing 
operational systems and workflows. 
It brings industrial-strength Location 
Intelligence to straight-through 
processing and enables self-service 
applications, all uniquely aligned to 
your business needs. 

Power up a range of users.  
Senior management, data scientists, 
business analysts and customers will 
all find Spectrum Spatial simple to 
use. Intuitive functionality brings 
advanced analysis to any desktop, 
website, tablet or mobile need.  
Users can easily access, update and 
visualize, anywhere, anytime; fulfill 
mapping requests; and share data 
with co-workers, citizens, customers 
and partners. 

Location Intelligence
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Supported data formats and platforms

• Generic Java Database Connectivity (JDBC®)
• Microsoft SQL Server®

• PostgreSQL®/PostGIS
• Oracle®

• GeoPackage
• And more

Bring your data to life. 

If you can imagine a 
geospatial business 
challenge or opportunity, 
you can solve it with one 
solution. From conception 
to execution, Spectrum® 
Spatial provides agile, 
intuitive tools that 
empower users and 
accelerate success. 

Connect to the data you need.       
With Spectrum Spatial, you can utilize more data from more places. It’s  
easy to integrate across systems and processes. Connect and orchestrate  
to quickly gain a richer, more complete view of opportunity and risk.  
With its open architecture and scalability, there are no limits to what this 
solution can do. 

Open data standards. Easily export and import different file formats  
including OGC standards. 

API driven. System integration and design is quick.

Enrichment ready. Create data flows to enrich data and business processes. 

Enhanced tools. Easy and powerful: perform robust analytics on spatial data.

Integrate

Manage

Create a single source of truth.        
With Spectrum Spatial, you’re in control. You determine the data you need. 
Bring it together for a robust, single, location-intelligent view. Then you set 
the parameters for how that data is accessed across your organization. Users 
can manage geospatial and non-geospatial data and utilize geoprocessing 
tools, all within the Spectrum platform. 

• Deliver Location Intelligence to every geo-dependent process.
• Embed spatial rules and logic within operational systems.
• Achieve greater alignment with the other sources of geospatial data. 
• Create tables, views, layers and maps. 
• Maintain better governance, controls and accessibility.
• Use multi-level security to set and manage access levels enterprise-wide.

Integrate

Manage

Analyze

Extend 



End-to-end  
geospatial capabilities
Derive greater value at every step.
•  Integrate data from a wide range 

of sources.
• Manage and enrich location data. 
•  Analyze via workflows, maps, 

charts and more.
•  Extend to meet your 

organization’s unique needs.
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Analyze

Extend

Enable Location Intelligence for all.       
With Spectrum® Spatial, anyone can quickly access location insights across 
devices and in real-time. Empower your business users to visualize and 
analyze Location Intelligence. GIS professionals, business analysts, data 
scientists, executives and customers can all put this powerful, intuitive 
solution to work. GIS expertise is not required.  

Flexible visualization. Present data in highly usable maps, charts  
and dataflows. 

Out-of-the-box usability. Provide a common tool for users to view,  
print, query and edit.

Intuitive end-user experience. Reduce administrative burden by giving  
users greater ability to add layers, configure data and run analyses.

Up-to-date location insights. Access, update and visualize data and  
maps, anytime, anywhere, on any device.

Make it your own.        
Extend the value of your Location Intelligence by creating applications to fit 
unique business needs. Spectrum Spatial makes it easy for developers to build 
on top of the core Spectrum Spatial application, tailoring solutions to specific 
business use cases. Plus, it’s easy to customize views, add branding and more. 

Amplify your impact. Use the extensibility platform to create custom 
applications tailored to your use case.

• Share intelligent maps for desktop and enterprise using OGC™ WMS, WFS, 
and WMTS standards.

• Query features, run analyses and request maps using SOAP, REST or  
POST/GET requests.

• Visually create Location Intelligence workflows and enable them as  
callable services.

• Embed maps and other location-based capabilities into websites using  
RIA controls.

• Use the included JavaScript API to develop custom front-end  
mapping applications.

“ This solution has 
massively improved the 
service that our clients 
can give members of the 
public. Our relationship 
with Pitney Bowes is 
beneficial to us, but more 
importantly it’s beneficial 
to our clients.”

—  Business Solutions Architect 
Highway Service Provider 

“ I was very taken with  
the intuitive interface in 
Spectrum Spatial. It has 
power, but it doesn’t look 
or feel too techie.”

—   GIS Manager 
Public Sector
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For more information,  
visit us online:  
pitneybowes.com

United States
800 327 8627
pbsoftware.sales@pb.com

Europe/United Kingdom
0800 840 0001
pbsoftware.emea@pb.com

Canada
800 268 3282
pbsoftware.canada.sales@pb.com

Australia/Asia Pacific
+61 2 9475 3500
pb.apac@pb.com

Spectrum® Spatial:  
Proven enterprise location technology

Enjoy a rapid ROI. 
Out-of-the box capabilities make Spectrum Spatial easy to deploy. With its 
intuitive design and user-friendly tools, it allow users to quickly increase 
analytical efficiencies and accelerate spatial insight. Easy to customize  
and built for extensibility, this single solution will help you profitably  
integrate, manage, analyze and extend spatial capabilities all across  
your organization. 

Complex questions. Quick answers.  
•  Where are our best marketing opportunities?
•  Where should we locate our next branch, office, store?
•  How can we improve asset deployment?
•  How can we accelerate response time, service or deliveries?
•  What kinds of risks are associated with a given location?
•  What services are available for a specific site?
•  How can I provide self service to my customers?

With Spectrum Spatial, business users across industries are swiftly solving 
business challenges like these with greater confidence. Utilizing more data 
from more sources, integrating it into existing systems and workflows, 
analyzing and visualizing it, they’re making smarter business decisions. An 
intuitive user experience means they’re not constantly tapping IT and GIS 
experts to get the job done.

Learn more. 
Contact us today to learn how Spectrum Spatial can accelerate success 
for your organization.
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Pitney Bowes: Ranked as a Leader 
in The Forrester Wave™: Location 
Intelligence Platforms, Q4 2018 

“ A comprehensive and 
scalable set of spatial 
analytics capabilities  
that typical power  
users require…”

“ …Capabilities for 
democratizing spatial 
insights to business  
and operational users.” 

Industry applications 
Spectrum Spatial has 
important applications across 
industries including:
•  Government/Public Sector
• Insurance
• Retail
• Telecommunications
• Financial Services
• Healthcare
• Utilities

Pitney Bowes, the Corporate logo and Spectrum Spatial are trademarks of Pitney Bowes 
Inc. or a subsidiary. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
© 2019 Pitney Bowes Inc. All rights reserved.
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